DTI Reflection of Work Pre-Write

Name: ___________Aileen____________ Class: _____Art_______ Grade____9th__

Introduction
Introduce the class, what you
do and learn, and why it is
valuable for your future.

Our class is art and we do to learn is listen to the teacher describe the values and
textures for example light texture and dark texture did a skull rubric and drew in
values with textures. This is valuable for our future because if we ever go to a
museum and they ask what we know or if we go to another art class we will know

Preview the standard, unit
project, or area of learning for
the work you are going to
present as an artifact

The point of this project is to create values and make your own textures. The
standard of the project is to be able to make contrasts.

First Supporting Paragraph
Introduce the first piece of
work/ artifact

Describe the assignment/
project

I worked on the project for three weeks. First we made a rough draft with pencil.
After the teacher had to print them into two seperate papers. After that we used light
tables and traced it with pen and all the little details were done.We had to do 20 or
more unique textures and 6 or more values. With different contrasts.

Describe the process you
went through to succeed

I had to search up different ideas and values. I had to see what I wanted to do in
general with my skull if I wanted a full skull half skull a small skull with the body. I
had to see what shapes I wanted in them and what kind of contrast.

Explain what you learned or
what you learned how to do.

I learned to have patients in my project because I needed to draw things better or
close to perfect. I also learned that some things don't come out as needed and
contrast really matters because if not your project won't be balanced.

What does this work tell you
about yourself and how you
learn?

Second Supporting Paragraph
Describe two of the SLO you
demonstrated in this artifact/
evidence
- Self Directed learner
who communicates
effectively
- Mastering skills
needed in career and
college
- Applying technological
skills for the 21st
century
- Representing self,
school and community
through personal
responsibility and
global citizenship
- Thinking critically and
creatively

Mastering skills needed in career and college: I believe later in life if I have other
classes for art this will help towards my grade. Knowing these things where
important because if I ever get a job that involves art I will know what values and
textures are.

Explain why this artifact/
evidence demonstrated your
success in the above two SLO
and why the two you
demonstrated are important

Mastering skills needed in career and college: I believe later in life if I have other
classes for art this will help towards my grade. Knowing these things where
important because if I ever get a job that involves art I will know what values and
textures are.
Thinking critically and creatively: In this project I showed what I can do and what
represents me as a person. I got to see what texture I like and I was into.

Thinking critically and creatively: In this project I showed what I can do and what
represents me as a person. I got to see what texture I like and I was into.

Explain which SLO you could
have demonstrated better in
this evidence.

In this project I could have learned to put different values across the whole project
but instead I just did it in one place.

Conclusion
Describe two of the most
important things you have
learned in this class this
year

In this class I have learned to do “happy mistakes” which means if anyone makes a
mistake to make the mistake something you want. For example if you have a smudge on
the middle of a paper draw a flower or a heart instead of whining why it happened.
Another thing I have learned this year is to have many patience for things like if
something comes out bad in my project I shouldn’t get stuck on it I should move on and
keep going.

Discuss why the skills you
have learned in this class
will help you in the future

The skills that I have learned in this class will help me in my future because if I ever
make a mistake I will know to try to fix it and make the mistake look pretty. To have
patients is a big thing in life if i want to be a detective I have to have many patients for
crimes and evidence.

